Abstract. The problem of coloring a graph with the minimum number of colors is well known to be NP-hard, even restricted to k-colorable graphs for constant h >3. This paper explores the approximation problem of coloring k-colorable graphs with as few additional colors as possible m polynomial time, with special focus on the case of k == 3.
Introduction
A k-coloring of a graph is an assignment of one of k distinct colors to each vertex in the graph so that no tsvo adjacent vertices are given the same color. The chromatic number of a graph is the smallest k such that the graph can be k-colored. Graph coloring problems model a collection of scheduling problems such as examination scheduling and register allocation [Berge, 1973; Briggs et al., 1989; Chaitin, 1982; Chaitin et al., 1981] . Graph coloring is also closely related to other combinatorial problems such as finding the maximum independent set in a graph (the largest set of vertices such that no two have an edge between them). Unfortunately, from the algorithmic point of view, as is well known, the problem of coloring a graph with the minimum number of colors is NP-hard, even restricted to graphs of constant chromatic number at least 3.
Thus, researchers attempting to find good fast algorithms must consider issues of approximation.
In this paper, we explore the approximation problem of coloring worst-case graphs with as few additional colors as possible. That is, we consider the following problem:
Given an n-vertex k-colorable graph, how many colors do you need in order to color the graph in polynomial time?
In particular, we present here algorithms that improve upon previously known guarantees for coloring graphs of constant chromatic number. We will not be so concerned with precisely optimizing the running time of the algorithms (so long as they are polynomial); instead we focus more on the quality of the approximation. Because 3-chromatic graphs are the simplest and in a sense the most fundamental graphs for which optimal coloring is NP-hard, much of this paper will focus on the special case of coloring graphs of chromatic number 3. We then describe extensions of these results to graphs of higher constant chromatic number. A second standard approximation issue that we do not consider here is to provide algorithms that find optimal colorings for large or nicely characterized subsets of the inputs.
Work along this direction has been done by Kucera [1977] , Turner [1988] , Dyer and Frieze [1989] , and Blum [1991] ; in particular, these results show that large classes of random or "semi-random" k-chromatic graphs can be optimally colored with high probability. progress has been made for some time and it showed that K was in no sense a lower bound for coloring 3-colorable graphs. However, for the kinds of techniques used it was clear that, say, 0(6 /log~n) colors would be completely out of reach. For general graphs of arbitrary chromatic number, the best algorithmic result known to data is due to Ha11d6rsson [1993] . Halld&-sson's algorithm has a pe~formance guarantee-that is, a ratio of the number of colors used to the chromatic number-of O(n(log log n )z/(log n )S). This result is based upon an algorithm by Boppana and Halld6rsson [1990] for the Independent Set problem, which finds an independent set within an n/(log n)z factor of the maximum.
The difficulty in improving the algorithmic results has motivated work on lower bounds for this problem.
Very recently, Lund and Yannakakis [1993] , based on work of Arora et al. [1992] . have shown that for some~>0, the chromatic number cannot be general be approximated to a ratio better than~z' unless P = NP.
There has also been recent work on coloring graphs presented in an on-line manner: graphs presented one vertex at a time in some arbitrary order, with the requirement that an algorithm color the vertex presented before the next one is shown. Vishwanathan [1990] presents an algorithm for such a model that uses a number of colors within a logarithmic factor of the Wigderson bound.
1?. N~,v R~zu~~s.
In this paper, we present an algorithm that uses a quite different strategy from the previous approaches, and colors any 3-colorable graph with 0( nj' 'log5i~n ) colors. Thus, we improve the previous bound of O(fi/~~) colors and break a "soft-0( &) barrier" (that is, ignoring polylogarithmic factors). The algorithm also extends to graphs of higher constant chromatic number and improves upon the previous bounds for such graphs. We present the new algorithm in two parts: the first part (Section 4) ' s'"(l)) colors, and the second part (Section colors 3-colorable graphs with 0( n-' 5) achieves the better bound claimed above. The strategy used also suggests a plausible path for further significant reductions in the color bounds, and a discussion of this is given in Section 7.
The algorithms given here are based on using information obtained from examining second-order neighborhoods of vertices and not just immediate neighborhoods as in previous approaches.
The new algorithms are motivated by techniques that would work if the graph were in fact chosen randomly, and this motivation and the general flavor of the algorithms are given in Section 3.
Some of the work in this paper has previously appeared in extended abstract form [Blum, 1989; 1990] , and additional results with more detailed discussion appears in [Blum, 1991] .
Notation, Definitions, and Prelious Algorithms
In this section, we review some standard graph-theoretic definitions and introduce basic notation that will be used throughout this paper. At the end of the section, we will describe some previous worst-case coloring algorithms in order to introduce a few useful techniques, Given a graph G, let V(G) denote the vertices of G and E(G) denote the edges of G. We will use N( L1) Notice that D(S) may be much larger than IN(S )1 if vertices in S share many neighbors in common. We will also use the term "distance-2 neighbors" of a vertex L) to mean the set N(N(LI)).
Note that if N(v) #~, then v E N(N(LJ)).
Finally, for S a set of vertices in G, the graph H = GI~is the subgraph of G induced by set S. That is, An independent set in a graph is a set of vertices no two of which are adjacent to each other. A vertex cover is a set W such that V -W is independent.
As mentioned in the introduction, the chromatic number of a graph is the least number of colors needed to color the graph so that no two adjacent vertices are given the same color. As is standard terminology [Nelson and Wilson 1990] we say that a graph is k-chromatic to mean that the chromatic number is exactly k, and that a graph is k-colorable to mean that the chromatic number is at most k. For the most part, this distinction will not be important and we will use the terms interchangeably. We say that an algorithm optinlally colors a graph if it colors with the fewest number of colors possible. For the special case where G is a 3-colorable graph, we use red, blue, and green to denote the colors of vertices in G under some legal (but unknown)
3-coloring.
We also use these terms to denote the sets of vertices belonging to each color class under that legal coloring.
For functions f and g we say g(n) = d(f(n)) to denote th~t g(n) = 0( f(n)log'n) for some constant c. Similarly, we will use g(n) = 0( f( n)) to denote that g(n) = fl(f(n)/logcn) for some constant c. We also use "g(n) >>
Finally, the term "log n" will be used to denote logzn, and log Pn will be used to denote (logn)p.
PREVIOUS ALGORITHMS.
We first just note that 2-colorable graphs can easily be 2-colored in polynomial time. In fact, about half of S is red, a quarter blue, and a quarter green, since we have assumed d is small enough (at most n '/z-') that not many vertices of S are neighbors of several vertices of N(u). Thus, S is a set of size at least Q( n2/3) that has within it an independent set (the red vertices) of about one half the size of S.2 10nce we have separated one of the color classes from the others, we can then easily~-color the graph remaining. This fact about the sizes of the color classes for random graphs does not generalize to worst-case graphs, and in fact, there IS no analog of this step used m the worst-casẽ lgonthm. It IS inserted here solely to simphfy our picture of the graph. Wc can remove the restriction d < nl '2-' by choosing S to be a subset of LV(lW L )) generated by conceptually deleting edges from the graph at random until the average degree is below 1/2-E, and then letting ,S = N(N(LI )) in this new graph.
Let
New Approximation Algorithms for Graph Coloring 4'75
Given a set of size fl(n2\3) containing an independent set of size #~1, and therefore a verte~cover of size~1S1, we can algorithmically find an independent set of size Q(nz/3) by applying a vertex-cover approximation algorithm due to Bar-Yehuda and Even [1985] , and, independently, to Monien and Speckenmeyer [1985] . (Their  algorithms  differ  slightly  but the bounds  are  essentially the same; a version of their algorithm is described in the appendix for completeness.)
Their algorithm finds a vertex cover of size at most ( log log n 2-log n )
times the size of the minimum vertex cover in an n-node graph. If we apply the algorithm to the graph induced by S, we find a vertex cover W in S of size at most [ log log /s1 :1s12-) log 1s1 ' which is at most IS I -IS 1/(4 logl S 1). So, the complement, S -W, is an independent set inside S of size at least Q(lS[/log ISI) = &nzf3 3In fact, rdndom 3-colorable graphs are easy to actually 3-color for a wide range of edge probabilities [Dyer and Frieze, 1989; Turner, 1989; Blum, 1991] . In [Blum, 1991] , we show how to 3-color rdndom 3-colorable graphs for p > n "(11-1 (i.e., where the average degree is at least n' for some e > O). Definition 1. A function f over Z+ is "nearly-polynomial" if it is nondecreasing and there exist constants c, c' > 1 such that for all sufficiently large N,
For example, if f(n) = nl!~, then we may choose c = c' = 2]/2. If f(n) = na log P n for a > 0, then we may choose c = 2"(1 -~) and c' = 2"(1 + . 
Applying this last inequality f(m)/C ( nz/2), which implies -(because f is nondecreasing).
> cf ( r/2) for r large enough)
(End proof of claim.) To prove the lemma, we just need some algorithm J%" that on any k-colorable graph of m vertices finds a 2-colorable set of size fl(rn /f(m)). Algorithm =' works as follows:
On input (V, E), where m = IVI,
(1) Initialize set U to the empty set and initialize V' to V.
(2) While IV'I z nz/2, do: If we reach step (3) in the above algorithm, it must be that at that point, IV'I < m/2. Set U is a 2-colorable set since each set S added to U in step (2)(c) is 2-colorable and by the invariant mentioned in (2)(c), the sets S are all independent of each other (thus, we may use the same 2 colors on each set S).
Set U is also large because, for each set S of size r found in step (2) If G is an tz-Lertex 3-colorable graph such that IN(N( L'))1 = 0( f(n)2 ) for sonle vertex L', then we can make progress towards an 0( f(~z))-coloring of G.
A FEW ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.
We now present a few additional definitions that will be needed in Section 4 and 5. Given a graph
. That is, we divide the set of vertices of degree at least 1 into bins 1, so that in each bin, the ratio of the degrees of any two vertices is less than (1 + 8). The number of bins is at most
'Here we use the fact that~IS nondecreawng. 
(for a = 0.4, the shared neighborhood may have size at most no 2). This is our first method for forcing a useful form of expansion in the graph. Given the three methods for making progress defined in the last section, this method for forcing expansion falls out easily.
If G is an n-uertex 3-colorable graph containing L)ertices u and L' such that ()
then we can make progress of Type 1, 2, or 3 towards an 0( f(n))-coloring of G.
PROOF. Suppose u and u are two vertices that share a neighborhood We can use the same argument as above to guarantee without loss of generality that a selected set S of size 0( rz/f(n )2 ) in G is not monochromatic under any legal 3-coloring of G. In particular, suppose S were monochromatic, A simpler version of t-heir procedure for the special case in which it is used in this paper is given as Algorithm Approx-IS in the appendix.
Progress of Type 1, 2, or 3 towards an 0( jlrz))-coloring of G.
(1) 
Algorithm
First-Approx makes progress of Types 1, 2, or 3 towards an 0(nz''5(log n)s\5)-coloring of any n-lerte.y 3-colorable graph.
Using Lemma 1 (the usefulness of making progress), we get the following corollary.
COROLLARY
6.
There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that will color any 3-colorable n-lertex graph with 0(n~~5(log n)s/5) colors. 
and (4), is al yhich is polynomial in n. Note that this is the time needqd to give one color to fl(n3/5 ) vertices. One may have to run the algorithm 0(n2/5 ) times in order to color the entire graph.
FORCING GOOD DISTRIBUTION.
From the last sections, we know that if we wish to color an n vertex graph with O(f(n)) colors, then we may assume that the graph has minimum degree f(n) (or else we make progress Type 2
and no two vertices share more than n/[ f(n)]2 neighbors (or else we make progress with Theorem 3).
The goal of this section is to show how, given such a graph G, to find a small number of subgraphs such that at least one must be both nearly half red under some legal j-coloring of G (at least (1--1\log n)\2) of i$ vertices red), and large (size 0( f(n)4/n ), which equals Q(n3/5 ) for f(n) = Q(zz2/5)). In particular, we show this holds true for one of a small number of subsets of N(N(~'))
for some vertex Z) in the graph.
We assume without 10SS of generality that red is the color in G such that D(red) = max(ll(red),
That is, of the three colors, red is the color with the most edges incident. The assumption on red implies that D(red) >~(ll(blue) + D(green)), so Q,~(blue u green) >~D(blue u green).
Note also that if d is the average degree of the vertices in G, then Wed) > dlredl. 4 .3.1.
The Basic Approach, and a Problem with the NaiLe Strategy. In order to find a large subgraph that is nearly half red, the first step will be to find a large subset S G blue u green such that nearly half of the edges leaving S enter into red vertices. We know that if we look at the entire set blue u green, at least half of the edges leaving that set enter into red vertices by Eq. (l). The problem is: we do not know how to find blue U green. We can, however, look at subsets of blue U green by considering vertex neighborhoods, many of which (for red starting vertices) will be blue and green. Al u) has nearly half the edges leaving it entering into red vertices. This is the purpose of the bins 1~and is the intuition for Theorem 7 below. Once we have a set S G N(u) with nearly half the edges leaving it entering into red vertices, we use a similar idea to find a large set inside N(S) which is nearly half red. The trick again is to separate vertices according to degree, which is the purpose of the sets N,(S). This step is handled by Theorem 8.
Theorems and Proofs.
We now describe the theorems that allow the above basic idea and the algorithm First-Approx to succeed. These theorems are stated in terms of not-necessarily 3-colorable graphs containing a large independent set R. (The symbol "R" is used to be suggestive of the set red.) THEOREM 7. GiL1en an n-lertex graph G = (V, E) with a[erage uertex degree d, and an independent set R such that (1) D~(V -R) > AD(V -R) for some O < A < 1 and (2) D(R) > dlRl, then for some L) q R and some bin 1]:
In other words, for some LI = R, the set N(~)) n Z, is a reasonably large fraction of N( L,) and has almost a fraction A of the edges incident to it going into R. We now look at the neighbors of N( L' ) n 1, and show that for some i, the set N,( AX L) ) n 1,) has the properties we need. For any set S such that D~(S) > A'D(S), there must exist some i < log, +~n such that: First-Approx will both be large and contain an independent set of nearly half its vertices (and so be of the right form for the vertex-cover algorithm used in Step (4)). Give)l an n-lertex 3-colorable graph G = (V, E) such that (1) no two [jertices share more than s neighbors and (2) G has minimum degree for Graph Coloring (1) and (2) of Theorem 8 are satisfied and let T = N,(S). Then:
(Theorem 7, claim 1)
; log n ('=*)
Since no two vertices share more than s neighbors and S c N(u), we know no vertex w # u in T has more than s neighbors in S. Thus, we can lower bound the size of T by [DLY(T) -ds(~)]/s, which is at least [ll~n R(S) -lSll\S. BY Eq. (2) and our assumption d~,~_ > 1010gl+8n/8, we have ISI <~D~n~(S).
so:
Also, the fraction of red vertices in T is large: Gillen b balls of which r me red, all placed in k boxes, then for any q (0 < q < 1), there is some box with at least q r/k red balls such that the ratio of the number red balls to the total number of balls inside that box is more than
PROOF. Throw out all boxes with fewer than er/k red balls. The minimum possible ratio of red balls to total balls left is: (r -q r)/(b -~r) since at worst we throw out k boxes containing only red balls. This ratio is strictly greater than (1 -E)r/b. So, by pigeonholing, there must exist at least one box left with a ratio of red balls to total balls at least this large.
For convenience, we call vertices in the independent set R "red". First, we show there exists a good bin. We are given that 11~(~-R) > AD(V -R). We apply Lemma 10 where there is one "box" for each of the logl+~n bins I,. For each L' G V -R, if z) = I,, we place d(~l)
"balls" of which d~(~) are red into box j. So, the number of balls in box j equals lX1, n (V -R)) out of which DR(IJ n (V -R)) are red, and the number of balls total is D(V -R) of which DR(~-R) are red. Lemma 10 tells us, taking E = 8, that for some j,], if we let 1 = 1,(, n (V -R), then:
Informally, the set 1 on non-red vgrtices has the property that many edges have endpoints in 1 (since D~( 1) = Q(D(V -R)) by Eq. (3)), that almost a A fraction of the edges leaving 1 enter red nodes (Eq. (4)), and that all nodes in 1 have similar degrees (since 1 c 1,,,). We do not know how to distinguish between edges with endpoints in R and other sorts of edges, so we do not know which 1, contains 1, only that such an 11 must exist. We now show that for some u = R, the set N(L1) n 1 satisfies claims (1) and (2) Finally, applying Eq. (4), we have:
We now claim that for some u~R', the set N(LT) n I satisfies claim (2) 
If this is the case, then it must also be true that:
Now, instead of writing each quantity as a sum over u q R', we would like to write each as a sum over w = 1. We can do this, as follows:
We may write the sum as 'It is always dangerous to display false equations, so we are labeling these inequalities with the symbol "contr" to emphasize that they are just being assumed for contradiction.
by that is, at least a fraction of A' of the edges leaving the set S (double-counting edges with both endpoints in S) enter into R. We want to show that at least one of the sets N,(S) both is large and has nearly a fraction A' of its vertices in R. To do so, we apply Lemma 10 where we have one "box" for each set N,(S).
We place a ball in box i for each endpoint in N,(S) of an edge from S to N,(S). A ball is red if the endpoint to which it corresponds is in R. The number of balls in box i is D~~~)(S) of which D~(~)~. (S) are red, and the number of balls total in the log,,~n boxes is D(S) o~which DR(S) are red. By Lemma 10, (10) and (12) show that the index i. satisfies both claims of the theorem. Since W is a vertex cover, V(H) -W is an independent set of size at least 0( N\log N). So, we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 11.
Gilen a graph H on N vertices with an independent set of size at least :(1-+ IN> the BE/ MS algorithm can be used to find in polynomial tinle an independent set of size Q(N\log N).
WJe now prove the Main Theorem.
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.
Step (1) of algorithm First-Approx ensures that no vertex has degree less than f(n) for f(n) = n2\5 logs/5n.
Step (2) ensures that no two vertices share more than n /f(n)2 neighbors. Applying these values to Corollary 9 of the previous section yields the result that of the O(n log+n) subsets generated in
Step (3) (1 -l/logn) 2 (1 -l/log ITD.
Step (4) of algorithm First-Approx will find an independent set in T of size W f(n)4/(n logxn)). We can thus make progress of Type 1 [Large-IS] on some T,,,,,~in
Step (4) of Algorithm
First-Approx so long as:
Equivalently, we make progress towards an O(f(n))-coloring so long as f(n)5 = Q(n2 log8n), or f(n) = fl(n2/510gX/5rz (n log2rz)/f~n )Z, the lemma allows us without loss of generality to force S to contain 0( IS 1) vertices of each of the two available colors (that is, the colors that~) does not have), or else make progress towards an f(rz)-coloring of G. This will be useful for forcing sets to expand "roughly evenly" into vertices of the available colors in the graph. This lemma requires the graph to be 3-colorable.
Let f(n) be some "nearly-polynomial" function as in Definition 1.
LEMMA 12.
GiL'en a set S c V(G) of size O((n log2 rz)/f (n)2 ), we can either make progress towards an 0( f (n)) -coloring of G or else guarantee that Llnder el'ery legal 3-coloring of G, set S contains less than (l-+)'s'
l~ertices of any giuen color class. For convenience, let red be the color with the most vertices in S. The first goal is to find a large independent set S' G S. We can do this in a greedy fashion by deleting arbitrary edges from S. That is, begin with S' = S, and while S' is not an independent set, pick an arbitrary edge (a, b) between two vertices of S' and delete both endpoints from S' (let S' + S' -{a, b}). If we ever have deleted more than lSl\(4 log n) pairs, this means we must have removed over IS l\(4 log n) vertices not in red from S (an edge can have at most one endpoint in red). So, we can guarantee that no color comprises more than
(1-+) of the vertices of S and halt. Otherwise (we do not delete more than lSl\(4 log n) edges from S), we will end with S' an independent set of size at least (1++ which is Q((n log2 n)/f(n)z).
Since S' is independent and has size Q((H logz H )/~( rZ)Z), we can make progress Type 2 [Small-Nbhd] towards an 0( f(n))-coloring of G if IN(S')I s (n log2 n)/f(n), in which case we halt with "progress made". Otherwise, let T = N(S'), so ITI 2 (rz log2 n)/f(n). (1) For each vertex w in T, arbitrarily mark one of the edges from w into S'. Let E' be the set of marked edges. Now, for each LI c Y, define its marked neighborhood N'(u) by:
For any set A~S', define the marked neighborhood of A similarly to be: 
Partition S' into subsets such that in each subset, if we consider only the edges in E', the minimum degree is at least half of the maximum degree.
In particular, we partition~' into sets so, ...,~m for m < log n such that: If the vertices had nearly identical "marked degree," then a mostly red set S' would imply a mostly blue and green set T. So, if we do not make progress, we know it k not true that more than
of the vertices of S,O are red. If we did make progress in Step (4), we know that at least 1/(2 log n) of the vertices in S,, are blue or green. Now, let S' -S' -St, and let T = N(Y).
If S' has not been reduced to less than 1/3 its original size, then go back to step (l). Notice that in this case, we may still assume that IT] > (n log2?Z)\~(n) since S' still has size Q((n log2n)\~(rz2 Ignoring logarithmic factors, the theorem assures us we make progress if IT I = 0(n5/g). This is the basic idea for the 0(n3\810g3\5n)-co!oring algorithm described later. For that application of this theorem, if T has fl(n5/8) vertices, we will be able to find a large independent set inside T, and thus make progress of Type 1.
As another example, if we wished to color with n035 colors, S had size no 35
and each vertex in S had degree no 35 into T, then the main condition reduces to [1 n,21 > cn035T12n065 log n + lTlnl s].
In this case, we only make progress if IT I = d(n045) (here the lT\nl 3-term is dominant). However, we do not know how to make use of forcing IT I = fl(n" '5).
PROOF OF THEOREM 13. For convenience, let blue and green be the two colors that appear in S, and let us define the following notation.
-Let 11,0,~1 = D~(S) = D~(T).
-Let d,v~=~t o,,l/lSl be the average degree into T of vertices in S.
We want to keep track of those vertices of T that have a reasonably large degree into S, so we define a subset T' of T by:
we have D~(T' ) >~DtOtJ1, or equivalently,
We also want to look at those vertices in S that into T', so define:
have reasonably large degree
we have: ll~,(S') >~DT,(S), which by Eq. 13 implies:
Also, by definition of S' and Eq. (13) 
Since we are given (condition 2) that ()
this implies that all t) E S' have Thus, by Lemma 12 (applied to the sets Al LJ) n T), we can guarantee that each vertex L G S' has at least a fraction 1/(4 log n) of its edges into T entering into non-red vertices. So, for some non-red color, say green without loss of generality, at least D~(S' )/(8 log n) edges from S' enter into green vertices of T. This implies that some green vertex g G T has degree at least Dr(S')/81Tllog n) into S'. Now, define (see Figure 2 ):
So, we have:
Note that set X consists entirely of blue vertices, and since Y is in the neighborhood of a blue set, Y contains only red and green vertices. We want to show that Y k large, because we will later intersect Y with a red and blue set to get a large monochromatic (red) set, which will allow us to make progress. We show that Y must be large, as follows: 
By definition, Y is a subset of T' and vertices of T' all have a high degree into S. So, we can lower bound the degree of Y into S by: 
So, this implies both that: (19) and Thus, combining both Eqs. (19) and (20) 
Since Z is monochronomatic (blue) we can again use Corolla~4 to make progress. So, whichever of the two cases occurs, we have made progress towards an O(f(n))-coloring.
The final algorithm for making progress given our sets S and T is as follows:
Algorithm Dense-Region-Progress:
Given: Sets S and T satisfying the conditions of Theorem 13 in some graph G. Output:
Progress towards an 0(~( n ))-coloring of G.
(1) Algorithm improved-Approx will make progress towards an 0(n3\S(log n)5/z )-coloring of any n-Lertex 3-colorable graph.
PROOF. Assume Algorithm I mproved-Approx does not make progress in
Step (l). So, we know that the minimum degree d > f(n) = n3i8(log n)5iz. As in Section 4, let R = red be the color class with LXred) = max(ll(red),
ll(green)).
We now apply some of the facts proven in Section 4.3.2. Theorem 7 guarantees us that for some vertex c E R and some index j, the set S = N(~l) n lj in Step (2)(a) has the property that:
8 Zf ( n) 1s1 2~oa , and (22) al+s~D
where 6 = 1/(5 log n). Note that for the given value of f, Eq. (22) and the definition of 6 imply that:
Step (2) 
Let us now, for the rest of the proof, fix two such sets S and T satisfying Eqs.
(22) through (26). We now show that these equations and the definitions of S and T will ensure success of the algorithm.
Suppose first that
IT I > n5/s/(log n )3\z. By Eq. (26) above, set T contains an independent set ( T n R) of at least a fraction +(1 -(l/log n)) of its vertices (using 8 = 1/(5 log n)). So by Lemma 11, the BE/MS vertex-cover algorithm finds an independent set of size Q(?15\s/(log n)5\z) = Q(n/f(rz)) so we make
Step (2)(c). On the other hand, if ITI < n51s/(log n)31z, then we just need to show that S and T satisfy the conditions of Theorem 13. Clearly, S is 2-colored under any legal 3-coloring of G since S~N( L ), so Condition 1 is satisfied. For f(n) = n3/8(log~z)~/z, Condition 2 reduces to Dr(S)/lSl = fl(nl/~/(log n)3), which is found to be easily met using Eqs. (23) and (25) as follows:
so,
The last task is to show that Condition 3 is satisfied, which for the given value of f, reduces to the requirement that
To show that this requirement holds, we and max ,)~J dT(L').
From Eq. (29), we have upper bound the quantities IS 1,IT I,
Next, our very condition for this case was that:
Finally, since S c~so all vertices of S have nearly not necessarily the same degree into T), we can follows:
the same degree (though bound max ,,e LYd7(~I) as (using Eq. (27)) (using Eq. (24))
The three Eqs. (32), (33), and (34) allow us to reduce requirement (31) to the condition that:
[1
we just have the requirement that
so we simply need
We are now done, because combining Eqs. (29) and (24) 
Coloring k-colorable graphs
We now consider two different methods for using the preceding techniques developed for 3-colorable graphs to improve the bounds for approximately coloring k-colorable graphs for fixed k > 3. One method is simply to use the preceding algorithms as an improved base case for a recursive strategy used by Wigderson [1993] . A second method is to directly extend the above algorithms for k >3.
For the latter approach, one needs both an analog of the shared neighborhood condition (Theorem 3), and a way to cascade together several applications of the distance-2 neighbor-taking process (
Step 3 of Algorithm First-Approx) so that we can "pump up" the relative size of the largest independent set. We will see that the second method yields better asymptotic bounds than the first, though with diminishing returns as k increases. However, the running time of the second method grows as ( n logz n )z~+ '(1 ) while the running time of the first is dominated just by the time taken by the base-case algorithm. The two methods can be combined, providing a time/performance trade-off, by choosing some kO and using the second method as a base case for the first method for k > k{). This will result in an algorithm with running time O((n logz n)z~"+c ) for some constant c.
The results of these approaches are summarized (in "O" notation) in Table   I . The first row shows the bound for using Wigderson's algorithm with base case k = 2. The second and third rows show how the bounds are improved when we use the new coloring method as base cases for k = 3 and k = 4,
respectively. The last row shows the best bounds we can get using the direct extension.
The direct-extension algorithm uses random bits, so the bounds in the last two rows are with high probability over the coin tosses of the algorithm.
See Corollaries 16 and 21 for more precise bounds.
A SIMPLE RECURSIVE APPROACH.
A standard method [Berger and Rompel, 1988; Halldorsson, 1993; Wigderson, 1983 ] to approximately color k-colorable graphs is to pick a vertex of high degree and recursively try to color its (k -1)-colorable set of neighbors with as few colors as possible. When we get to a 2-colorable set, we can just directly 2-color that set in the standard way. For example, Wigderson's algorithm for coloring k-colorable graphs with nl-l/(&l) colors can be described as follows:
Wlgderson's Algorithm for k-colorable graphs: Given:
A k-colorable graph G on n vertices. Output:
A coloring with at most ktz] -f'1(~-1)) colors.
(1) If there exists a vetex z with at least }zl -" /(k-l') neighbors, then color the neighborhood recursively with
colors. Then remove those nodes from the gra h and the colors from the palette. P Note that this step can be executed at most n '(k 1) times, resulting m a total of
colors used in this step.
('2) Otherwise, greedily color thegraph left with n-( '\(k-') )colors.So,th etotalnumberof colors used in both steps together is~n
(Note that for the base case of h = 2. we have 2 = 2n1 '('l(Q-')).)
The algorithms presented in the previous sections allow one to stop at k = 3 as a base case instead of k = 2 in this type of procedure and thus use fewer colors. More generally, we can describe when a bound achieved for coloring graphs of chromatic number kO will improve the performance of this kind of recursive procedure for graphs of higher chromatic number.
In particular, syppose we have an algorithm .& to color any n-vertex kO-colorable graph with O(rz" ) colors. Then, the important quantity for this approach, which we call the recursiz'e pe~o~mance r (w') of the algorithm, is:
If an algorithm has a higher value of r, then the bounds achieved by using that as a base case for k > kO will be improved. Specifically, the recursive algorithm will color k-colorable graphs for k > kO with O(rZ 1-f] jc~-' t ')))) colors. So, for example, using the fact that we c~n 2-color 2-colorable graphs (k. = 2, a = O), we find r = 1 and the bound is O(n 1-(' i( k-1 ')). Using the improved bounds for coloring 3-colorable graphs in Section 5 (k. = 3, a = 3/8), we get r = 3
-& = 7/5, so the improved bound for k >3 is:
c@ors. Later, in Section 6.2, we will see how to color 4-colorable graphs with 0(n3/5) colors, so we get r = 4 -& = 3/2. Thus, for k >4, we can color
colors.
The following theorem more precisely describes the bounds achieved by the recursive approach.
THEOREM

15.
Giuerz an algorithm w' to color czny m-Lertex ku-colorable graph with cm" log flm colors, then algorithm Recurs ive-Color(&') below can color any n-vertex k-colorable graph (k > kcj ) with at most:
color, }dzere r = r(w)
Using Theorem 15 and the bounds achieved by algorithm lmproved-Approx, (kO = 3, a = 3/8, p = 5/2), we can restate formula (37) more precisely in the following corollazy. colors.
The recursive algorithm to achieve these bounds is described below, Algorithm Recursive-Color: (Variant on Wigderson's algorithm) Given: An n-vertex k-colorable graph G and an algorithm Q' to color any m-vertex ko-colorable graph with at most Ck (m) = cm" log 6 m colors (k. < k).
Outpufi
A C~(rz)-coloring of G, !or CJn) as defined in Eq. (38).
(1) Let r=k,l -(1 (1 -a)) (
(2) Let~(n, k) = n '(l/( k-r))(log n) P(k''-')/r)-r).
(3) While there exists a vertex with at least~(rz, k) neighbors, select fin, k ) of its neighbors and color them with CL_ ,(~(rz, k)) colors. Remove those nodes from the graph and the colors from the palette. Note that we can execute this step at most n/fin, k) times.
(4) Otherwise, greedily color the graph with~(n, k) colors.
PROOF OF THEOREM 15. Let ti be an algorithm that colors any n-z-vertex /co-colorable graph with crrz" log 'm colors and let r = r(.ti). We use C~(rz) to denote the coloring bound achieved on n-vertex k-colorable graphs. First, formula (38) in the statement of the theorem holds for the base case of k = kO since for k = k., we have:
Ck,(rz) = crz-lt~'t(l-~))(log }2)D --cn a log 'n.
Let Ck = c + (/c -)cO) and let
as in Algorithm
Recursive-Color. So, assuming the bounds of Theorem 15 inductively for k' < k, we need to show that Ck(n) < CLf(n, k).
Since we can loop in
Step (3) of Algorithm
Recursive-Color at most rz\f( n, k) times, this results in the recurrence:
So, substituting in the bounds of Theorem 15 inductively, we have: First-Approx was to look at large subsets of the distance-2 neighbors of vertices in a 3-colorable graph: in particular, the sets NZ(N(U) n 1,) for each vertex L' and each pair of indices i, j. The "well-distributed" property proved in Theorems 7 and 8 ensures that one such set will be nearly half red under some legal 3-coloring of the graph, and the expansion property of Theorem 3 ensures the set is large as well. Although the expansion property depended heavily on the graph being 3-colorable, the theorems forcing good distribution require only that the given graph have an independent set of large total degree (see Section 4.3.2). In particular, they simply require that there exist a large independent set R such that D~(~-R) > AD(V -R) for some constant A and that the graph have sufficiently large minimum degree. So, we could conceivably make progress on graphs of a higher chromatic number than 3 by cascading several applications of the distance-2 neighbor-taking stage in the following way. Suppose, say, G is a 5-colorable graph and we wish to color G with~(n)
colors. Then, we know there exists an independent set R such that D~( P' -R) >~D( V -R) ancl we can establish a minimum degree of~(n). If we could guarantee that no two vertices shared too many neighbors, we could look at the sets T, , , and be assured that one will be large and have an independent set R'=R'~T such that IR' I =~lT,, ,,, I using Theorems 7 and 8. Let us now focus on th~~~bgraph G' induced T,,,~, and let V' = T, , ,. Suppose we could in addition somehow ensure that within G', the vertices' of R' had about the same average degree as the other vertices of V'. Then, we would have D(R') =~D(V'), which would imply that:
since D~,(V' -R') = D(R') and D(R') =~D(V') = :(D(V' -R') + D(R')), where we are now counting degrees only within G'. Now, if we re-establish a minimum degree without destroying (39) above, we could then reapply the distance-2 neighbor-taking process within G to get a set V" containing an independent set R' such that IR I =~1V" 1. If again we could ensure that D(R" ) =~D(V") within the new graph G", we would get:
Thus, one final application of examining the sets T,,,,, with G" will yield some set on which the BE / MS vertex-cover algorithm makes progress. So, the two main ingredients needed to make this procedure go through are
(1) how to ensure that no two vertices share too many neighbors in common, and (2) how to get from IR' I = A/V' I to D(R' ) = AD(V' ). These problems are solved in the following sections. 
colors, where a(k) will be defined inductively in k, and~(k) is a nondecreasing function such that~(k) s 5.5. The exponent~of the logarithm in fact approaches 5.5 as k -CO.Because a is the critical value and the log factors are low-order terms, for purposes of simpler analysis we will attempt to get tight bounds and assume~is fixed at 5.5 for all k >3. For base cases, a(2) = O and a(3) = 3/8 using algorithm lmproved-Approx.
The recursive formula for a(k) for k >3 is:
We examine this formula in more detail later, but we just note here that a is nondecreasing in k.
We need in this section to redefine the value 8 to depend on the chromatic number k of the graph G we wish to color. In particular, we shall use:
The sets I, and N,( z') used in Section 4 now depend on this new quantity.
As mentioned previously, the theorems of Section 4.3.2 forcing good distribution do not require that the graph be 3-colorable, only that there exist a large independent set R such that DR( P' -R) > AD( V -R) for some constant A and that the graph have sufficiently large minimum degree. Let us, in fact, has size at least fl((dmj, )2/(s log7 n)) and the property that IT,,,, f' RI 2 Ml5t5)l~, *,,l.
We now present a new method to ensure that no two vertices share too many neighbors. (1) Let ,S=lV(x) fIiV(y)wherex and yshare at least
,ll-e(k-z neighbors, and let G~be the subgraph induced by set S. Run algorithm M on G~. Note that if G~is (k -2)-colorable, then & will color G~with at most:
(using 1S1< n and (3 nondecreasing). Thus, Algorithm d will find an independent set of size at least: Outputi Either (1) progress towards an O(n U log 6 n)-coloring of G, or else (2) at most nz/2 subgraphs Gc,, G,, ..., ,.~-~of H such that with high probability at least one G, has both a minimum degree~('82nz\n)na logp n and considering only edges within G,,
(1)Let C(, = ( Vu, EO) = H. Inductively create graph G, = (~, El) from graph G,_, for i= 1,2 t.. . ) m/~-1 by selecting an edge at random in E,-, and deleting both endpoints.
So, 1~1 = l~_, -21. (2) For each G, with at least~m vertices, while G, contains a vertex with degree less than 3 'mna-' log~n: delete from Gl the vertex of minimum degree and all incident edges. Suppose we have removed more than 82nt vertices from any G,. ,%nce within the setõ f vertices deleted from G,, the degree of each vertex can be at most 8 'nzn" -] log~n, we can greedily find an independent set inside~of size at least: S 2m n Szmrz-llogon = n"log~n So, we make progress Type 1 [Large-IS] towards an O(n" log 'n)-coloring of G.
(3) If we did not make progress in Step (2), then output the graphs, G, for i = 0,1,..., m/2 -1. Step (2), or else (2) with high probability, one of the subgraphs G, = (~, E,) has both a minimum degree of 82mn a-hog 'in and within the subgraph, D(R n~)
PROOF. Let us consider the graphs G, created after
Step (1) i, then we would remove many fewer vertices from R than from V -R. In fact, with high probability we would remove so many fewer that once we reach graph G~, the set RN would be larger than V~, a clear contradiction.
For each i < N, let A, be the event that in creating G,,, from G,, we delete an edge with an endpoint in R,. Since the number of edges in E, with an endpoint in R, is exactly D(Rl) (because R, is an independent set), we have:
Suppose for some index i s N we have D(R, ) < (~-8) D(K). Then, the probability event Al occurs is at most 2( A -8).
Let p = 2( A -8) and assume for contradiction that D(R,) < (~-6)D(V) for every i s N. So, for each i s N, the probability that the ith edge removed from G has an endpoint in R is less than p. Since we remove N edges to create G~and each time we remove an edge the probability it has an endpoint in R is less than p, by Chernoff bounds [Angluin and Valiant, 1979 ] the probability we remove more than pN(l + 8) vertices from R is at most exp( -8 'Q(pN)). Since pN = Q(m) and we assume m >> 1/82 in the statement of the theorem, the probability we remove more than pN( 1 + 8) vertices from R is o(l). Thus, with high probability: lR~l z Am -pN (l + 8) [1 Progress towards an O(n" log 6 n )-coloring of G for a = a(k) as defined by the recurrence in Eq. (40), and /3 at most 5.5. Let~(n) = rz"log~n. Recursive-Color, one can achieve time/performance tradeoffs by running the faster algorithm with the slower algorithm as a base case for some k = kO. Table I at sk(n) = nl-a(~-2), and let a = a(k) and~= /3(k). Steps (2) and (3) of Algorithm
Multi-Stage-Color establish that the graph has a minimum degree of n"log 'n and that no two vertices share more than Sk(n) neighbors.
Since G is k-colorable, it must contain an independent set R with DR(V -R) z (l/(k -l))D(P' -l?). So, by Corollary 17, one of the graphs G' = G,,,,, created in Step (4) 
Thus, one of the graphs of
Step (5) of Algorithm Multi-Stage-Color will have an independent set of at least (1/2 -I/log n) of its vertices (from Eq. (46)) and have size at least nz~_~, as given in Eq. (47). By Lemma 11, Step (6) will find an independent set of size at least rnk _~/log n.
Thus, to prove Theorem 20 we must just show that rnk _~/log n = Q(n/(na(k) log~(~) n)). Since~(k) is set to 5.5, it is enough to have m~-2 = Q(rzt -"(L)). Equivalently, using Eq. (47), taking log. of both sides, and substituting in Sk(n) = n(l -a(k)) /(1 -a(k -2)), we just need to show that:
Rearranging terms, this formula is equivalent to: "4+"2-6) ()
